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INTRODUCTION 

Vision: Digital Social Innovation and Cultural Heritage 
 

The upcoming year of 2018 is the European Year of Cultural Heritage, an event organized by the European 

Commission devoted to the exploration of new possible forms of relationships between citizens and tangible and 

abstract cultural elements. These factors are the basis of our identity as well as important resources upon which to 

build a sustainable environment (in every sense of the word).  

New technologies are essential tools to cultivate cultural heritage as well as to enjoy it, especially in this day and 

age. This is characterized by the consolidation of collective and collaborative practices that contribute to the 

evolution of the places and social dimensions in which we live. Understanding the best ways to set up, to stimulate, 

and to develop young people in a shared way through dialogue, interaction, and possible projects regarding these 

themes is an increasingly important priority.  

The survey therefore aims to provide strategic and operational reflections on the sensitivity and the constructive 

tension of young people, the first and privileged users of social innovation processes. 

Project 

The idea, design, and implementation of the idea are the results of the collaboration between Giffoni Innovation 

Hub and DeRev, an Italian company focused on digital strategies and social media communication. 

General Statistics 

The analysis involved 1836 total young people ranging from 10-22 years old, divided into the following groups: 

▪ 10-12 years old: 796 interviewed; 

▪ 13-15 years old: 503 interviewed; 

▪ 16-17 years old: 276 interviewed; 

▪ 18-22 years old: 261 interviewed. 

The Italian participants, both male and female, were interviewed during the course of the July 2016 edition of the 

Giffoni Film Festival, the main international event dedicated to youth cinema.  

NB: The decision to not report the results of the survey according to gender is due to the belief that for the purpose 

of the survey, gender is irrelevant.  

Characteristics 

The participant profiles at the Giffioni Festival are defined as the following: 
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▪ “Early adopters”:  
 

Extremely proactive and participative in the dynamics of the various sectors of the creative industries. 
This is confirmed by the enthusiastic participation in the selection process necessary to take part in the 
Giffoni Experience Festival activities, for which, they must stay on site for a week. Their predisposition 
reveals a spirit of exploration and acceptance of novelty.  
 
 
 

▪ “Trend-setter”:  
Projected to embrace creativity-related professions and trends due to the variety of creative interest, 
even as users. Their dynamic approach is useful to imagine new ways of dialogue and interaction on 
some key issues.  

 
 
Important Themes 
 

The survey was composed of 20 multiple choice questions –either one-answer questions or multiple-answer 

questions, as appropriate –and designed to explore three key areas: 

A. Requirements and training techniques perceived in reaching professional goals; 

B. Familiarity and level of experience regarding the “social” dimension; 

C. Qualitative ways of enjoying the cultural product. 

 

A. EDUCATIONAL AND FORMATIVE PROSPECTS 

Beyond the Classic Incubation Model 
 
 

The results of the survey suggest an evolution in the concept of the path to young professional definition. In the 
face of a strong predisposition for self-employment –coupled with the availability of personal investment that 
includes leisure and economic engagement - it is necessary to meet the clear demands for structures that provide 
and organize resources for young people.  
 
First and foremost, priority is given to free spaces and tools, where it is possible to experiment and to grow in a 
coherent, and most importantly, in a pragmatic way. 
 
It is also vital to imagine and to build repositories of useful information. Furthermore, it is imperative to have the 
clear presence of available advisers who are capable of supporting young people along these highly-trained 
pathways, assisting in translating this knowledge into practical skills. 
 
A dimension that seems closer to that of the workshops than that of incubators and complementary formulas, is 
dedicated to pre-incubation and acceleration in the classical sense.  
 

1/Initial Requirements 
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▪ The necessity for functional training in the development of their professional skills in the creative field is 

quite uniform, with a specified preference for a dedicated space (7602 responses) where they can work 

and experiment, with the possibility associated with material tools (technological, 7337 responses) as well 

as orientation information about professional opportunities (7118 responses); 

▪ Importance is given to attaining specific information and data in addition to practical business advice, 

which could be summarized in “tips and tutorials” (6941 in both cases); 

▪ The field (and especially “the habitat”) of hobbies, interests, and personal passions, is ranked third, with a 

discrepancy by those over 18, who, on the other hand, believe these elements to be more important than 

familial support; 

▪ The relationship with advisers is less decisive, with a preference for mentors (answer c, 7190 responses), 

and the practical experience of an internship (answer d, 6739 responses) that prevails over general 

information (answer b, 6637 responses).  

▪ Looking at the segmentation by age, the data changes for children aged 10-12 years old, who are more 

eager for the involvement of a generic “facilitator” (answer a) while for those over 18 feel the need for a 

tutor. 

▪ Communication and everything that concerns it closes the rankings with 5446 responses. 

FREE WORK SPACES

FREE TOOLS

TIPS

SECTOR DATA

GENERAL INFORMATION

COMMUNICATION

INTERNSHIPS

STAKEHOLDERS

MENTORS

ADVISERS

REQUIREMENTS FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 

NUMBER OF RESPONSES
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NB: The data marked in blue shows a deviation from the other groups of participants. 

2/Support 

As far as expectations regarding potential support for achieving their professional goals is concerned, the 

expectations of young people continue to focus on the academic sector (high school and/or university); 

The family receives a significant result, being perceived as the second element in supporting them on their 

professional path, with friends closing out the ranking. 

Think of your dream job: what do you think you need to realize this dream?  
Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want. 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. People that provide good advice 6921 3109 1877 967 948 

b. People that describe their experience in the sector 6637 2733 1840 1008 1027 

c. Meeting with people who work in the sector 7190 2893 1998 1130 1141 

d. The possibility to work alongside those who do 

something similar 
6739 2603 1907 1087 1109 

e. Channels and spaces to communicate with others 

about what you are doing 
5446 2083 1590 869 870 

f. Information on various possibilities and 

opportunities 
7118 2954 1960 1098 1083 

g. Precise data describing the sector 6941 2918 1882 1110 996 

h. Instructions on how to reach your goals 6941 2901 1921 1062 1026 

i. Free tools to work on projects (ex. Camcorders, 

PCs, various materials etc.) 
7337 3085 2030 1092 1102 

j. A space in which to work freely 7602 3182 2148 1132 1106 
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0 Where do you feel you could be helped the most in order to achieve your dream? 

Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want. 

n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. Family 6751 3103 1797 940 887 

b. School/University 7105 2951 1991 1071 1067 

c. Hobby (ex. sports, music, dance, language courses etc.) 6039 2522 1677 902 909 

d. Friends 5608 2567 1436 780 791 

 

NB: The data marked in blue shows a deviation from the other groups of participants 

    

3/Learning 

▪ As far as learning is concerned, there is a clear preference for practical application (answer d, 6967 

responses), followed by the classic frontal lesson (answer b, 6810 responses);  
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▪ Although the data indicates a general affirmation of video learning—particularly on the web, where in 

2019, 85% of content will be featured in this format—young people still prefer reading to video learning 

(answer a, 6293 responses). 

 

 

 

1 What are the ways in which you learn more willingly? 

Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want. 

n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

 a. Reading books 6293 2642 1680 966 978 

b. Listening (like in a lesson) 6810 2869 1814 1063 1037 

c. Watching videos 6085 2469 1659 980 950 

d. Trying to put things into practice right away 6967 2816 1909 1121 1093 
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4/Professional Prospects 

▪ Entrepreneurship is a characteristic trait of the sample of the young people consulted; 

▪ They want to become freelancers (52%) and entrepreneurs (36%), only a few recognize the prospect of 

being a dependent employee (8%), and with a very limited number of those undecided (3%). 

54
152

956

674

PROFESSIONAL PROSPECT

UNDECIDED EMPLOYEES FREELANCERS ENTREPENEURS

 

 

0   What do you want to become in the future? 
Mark only one answer with an “x” 

2 n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a.Entrepreneur; create your own reality by your own efforts 674(36,71%) 271 205 106 89 

b. Dependent: work for someone, without great 

responsibilities 
152 (8,27%) 61 39 19 31 

c. Freelancer: manage your work according to your availability 

and various choices  
956(52,06%) 433 237 146 138 

d. Do not know, no response 54(2,94%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 
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5/Costs 

▪ Regarding the costs of paying to achieve their professional desires, the importance of family members is 

very clear (similar to identifying family as a major support discovered through question 2); 

▪ According to the survey, they are willing to pursue their dreams at the cost of free time (7107 responses) 

and economic investments (5826 responses), however much less at the risk of affecting personal 

relationships (4181 responses) and familial relationships (3426 responses). 

0   What would you be willing to risk to realize your dream? 
Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want. 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. Money 5826 2424 1604 892 884 

b. Free time 7107 2949 1937 1109 1074 

c. Personal Relationships  4181 1673 1171 632 675 

d. Familial Relationships 3426 1409 982 489 525 

 

6/ Tools 

▪ The awareness of the role of new technologies and everyday tools creates an understanding of the 

evolution of professions; 

▪ Technology is acknowledged with great attention: for over 58% of the participants, technology is 

fundamental or important in the pursuit of their professional goals, while 36% consider it useful, and only 

3,6% finding it useless;  

▪ If importance and usefulness are the first two entries in the ranking, the over 18 category instead places 

“fundamental” as the second entry in the ranking. 

Internet, PC, smartphone, tablet: how important is technology in obtaining your dream job?  
Give Mark only one answer with an “x” 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. It is fundamental 434(23,63%) 149 130 63 91 

b. It is important 632(34,42%) 221 181 123 103 
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c. It is useful 678(36,92%) 349 164 83 69 

d. It is useless 67(3,64%) 46 9 5 7 

Do not know, no response 25(1,36%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 

NB: The data marked in blue shows a deviation from the other groups of participants     

 

B. YOUNG PEOPLE AND THE “SOCIAL” DIMENSION 

Social Networks as Tools of Empowerment  

The relationship between young people and technology is often described too simply. The survey focused 

particularly on social networks, one of the segments where “barriers to entry” are almost diminished by the 

continued search for the highest degree of usability as well as being the most widespread tool worldwide.  

We need to look at the prospects and settings of a constructive relationship between young people and social 

networks as a possible and plausible tool of democratic and horizontal empowerment. 

7/Self-Assessment 

▪ According to self-assessments, the confidence in using technological tools is essential:  over 90% of the 

sample group (summing up the answers a, b, and c) believes to have “competitive” competences with 

their peers, at different levels; 

▪ The majority (answer c, 61%) boasts of an ability to be on the same level with their peers, while 20% 

(answer b), believes to be more competent, with a smaller group (about 10%, answer a), convinced of 

their overall superiority regarding knowledge of technological tools. 

Think about your knowledge of technology (PC, software, apps, smartphones etc.)… 
Mark only one answer with an “x” 

n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a.Much better than my peers 181 (9,85%) 88 41 17 34 

b. Better than my peers 375(20,42%) 136 103 69 61 

c. Same as my peers 1120 (61%) 459 337 167 152 
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d. Less than my peers 137 (7,46%) 80 25 16 16 

e. Much less than my peers 18 (0,98%) 12 2 3 1 

Do not know, no response 5 (0,27%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 

8/Channels 

▪ Preferences for use in the major social channels and apps resemble the general trend, with Whatsapp 

(answer g, 8181 responses) driving the ranking, indicating the prevalence and preference for direct 

messaging systems, considered essential to the interpersonal communication for young people more than 

ever; 

▪ Youtube (7225 responses) and Instagram (5660 responses) in the second and third positions, respectively, 

confirm the sensitivity for visual avenues, while Facebook, the general social network, is ranked fourth 

(5040 responses); 

▪ Snapchat, the social network born from the principle of sharing and creating direct relationships based on 

multimedia stories by a smartphone, is well represented among the choices of the participants with 4126 

responses, giving them a relevant position in the ranking; 

▪ Skype is in the sixth position with 3288 responses, while Twitter opens the niche social media segment 

with only 1852 responses. 

Which social networks and apps do you use? 
Indicate which social networks you use by a score from 1 to 5 (for those that you do not use, put a 0) 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 
Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. Facebook 5040 1231 1655 1018 1092 

b. Twitter 1852 430 652 319 431 

c. Instagram 5660 1930 1778 997 930 

d. YouTube 7225 3189 1951 1028 1018 

e. Snapchat 4126 1501 1336 730 554 

f. Periscope 642 199 267 101 74 

g. Whatsapp 8181 3365 2308 1215 1239 

h. Telegram 1239 476 387 155 216 

i. WeChat 519 246 174 40 50 

j. Kik 386 122 177 43 43 

k. Quora 233 103 84 28 17 

l. Pinterest  653 193 226 82 139 
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m. Ask.fm 1146 302 547 174 116 

n. LinkedIn 372 148 89 34 87 

o. Skype 3288 1323 984 446 500 

         

09/Methods of Use (Quantitative) 

▪ Social networks are first and foremost a showcase, a window to the world for half of the survey 

participants, as over 46% say they participate more as spectators-users (answer a); 

▪ About 35% (answer b) reveal to be active on social networks consistently, but not posting content daily 

(every 2-3 days), while only 12% post content every day; 

▪ A small group (3,75%) is very active, with daily and continuous usage.  

 

Do you use social networks a lot? 
Mark only one answer with an “x” 

n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. I check what others post, but I do not do post 850(46,29%) 386 230 124 108 

b. I publish something at least once every 2-3 days 632(34,42%) 246 170 111 100 

c. I actively participate on social networks: I post something 

every day 
222(12,09%) 74 65 33 46 

d.I post everything, multiple times a day 69(3,75%) 31 20 6 12 

e.Do not know, no response 63(3,43%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 

10/Methods of Participation 

▪ In conjunction with the tendency to post content infrequently, the participants prefer endorsements 

predominantly through reactions (likes and similar reactions), which gathered 5290 responses (answer a); 

▪ Photos are the second most favorite tool of expression, receiving 5142 responses (answer e); 

▪ The “curation” by sharing links takes third place with 2720 responses (answer b), while videos –which are 

of great importance in the environment of “social” language of young people, lands only in fourth place 

(2664 responses), just above the simple status update that closes out the ranking. 

▪  
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What are the things you do the most on social networks? 
Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want. 

n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. I put a like and/or reaction, and I share the posts 5920 2204 1739 967 963 

b. I post links 2720 827 813 495 548 

c. I post videos every day 2664 1113 721 347 463 

d. I post pictures 5142 1991 1487 734 889 

e. I post statuses (only text) 2632 872 791 370 570 

 

11/Format Preferences 

▪ The preferred tool for young people to communicate on social media is by far photography (answer a, 

7122 responses), followed by videos (6155 responses), and then by links (4036 responses), and finally the 

simple status update with 3998 responses. 

Which is the content that you like the most on social networks? 
Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want. 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. Pictures 7122 891 1965 1093 1124 

b. Links 4036 1369 1157 733 745 

c. Videos  6585 2852 1787 945 961 

d. Status (text only) 3998 1344 1175 701 750 

 

C. METHODS OF CREATIVE CONSUMPTION 

Shared Narratives for more Solid Relationships and Working Together 

The attractive and cohesive power of narratives, expressed through all creative avenues, is confirmed in the data 

collected by questioning the participants about the different conceptual and practical nuances of their behavior 

toward cultural and creative elements.  
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The common, collective, and collaborative dimensions upon which culture is experienced should be interpreted as 

important opportunities for dialogue- a prerequisite and an essential habit to develop engaging and exciting 

projects for young people.  

Stimulating and aggregating participatory narratives is perhaps the way to contribute to the formation of a spirit 

and a common sense that can be translated into concrete and effective actions. This, in turn, provides the 

satisfaction of personal well-being, clearly demonstrated in the responses of the participants. 

12/Community 

Sharing of interests and passions is one of the key principles for the participants, claiming to speak often (in 37,14% 

of the cases) with other people, with a percentage that grows with age, as shown by the 16-17 years old group and 

those over 18;  

However, irregular sharing remains the majority, with 41,23% of participants saying that they do not share 

consistently;  

The residual part of the sample group (about 20% of the total) claims to do so rarely or to not do it at all. 

Do you discuss your passions with other people?  
Mark only one answer with an “x” 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. Yes, often 682(37,14%) 224 184 121 128 

b. Yes, sometimes 757(41,23%) 327 219 100 105 

c.Yes, rarely 279(15,19%) 138 70 44 27 

d. No, never 66(3,59%) 42 12 7 5 

Do not know, no response 52(2,82%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

NB: The data marked in blue shows a deviation from the other groups of participants. 

13/Dialogue 

▪ Discussion and sharing of passions is important, but in this environment, technology and virtual 

connection gives way to personal relationships.  

▪ Young people prefer to speak in person with their friends (7249 responses), in person with family (6543 

responses), and even with their teachers (3482 responses); 

▪ Dialogue regarding social networks –with friends (2781 responses) or other enthusiasts (2748 

responses)—is marginal. 
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With whom do you speak about your passions? 
Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want. 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. With friends, on social networks 2781 864 898 457 2 

b. With friends, in person 7249 2938 1969 1122 5 

c. With other enthusiasts, on social networks 2478 654 898 420 2 

d. With other enthusiasts, on the web (sites, forums etc.) 1811 472 646 302 2 

e. With family and relatives 6543 2949 1678 935 3 

f. At school with teachers 3482 1423 997 496 2 

 

14/Influencers 

▪ A horizontal relationship is essential for choosing a creative product, particularly through friends’ 

recommendations (6608 responses) and the reviews of other users on the web and social networks (4782 

responses); 

▪ The opinions of influencers on social networks (YouTubers and Instagrammers, 3833 responses, confirm 

the emergence of a very different dynamic in user-consumer dialogue; 

▪ Classic commercial communication, television advertising (3787 responses), newspaper reviews (3502 

responses), and web and social network ads (3600 responses), reiterate this shift.  

Who/what do you trust when choosing a movie, TV series, video game, book, or comic book? 
Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want. 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. TV advertisements 3787 1670 1055 527 524 

b. Newspaper articles 3502 1365 952 559 596 

c. Friend’s recommendations 6608 2821 1783 996 972 

d. User reviews on the web and on social networks 4782 1568 1431 917 832 

e. Advertisements on the web and on social networks 3600 1219 1152 634 575 

f. What your connections on the web and social networks say 3474 1182 1069 615 589 
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g. Recommendations from YouTubers and Instagrammers 3833 1848 1090 482 397 

 

15/Art Therapy (quantitative) 

▪ The survey has confirmed the effect of the use of creative products, which has been hypothesized in many 

studies regarding cultural welfare and its applications in art therapy; 

▪ The overwhelming majority of the sample group (over 72%) claim to benefit from it; 

▪ respectively “very often” in 45,05% of the cases and “often” in 27,72%, additionally with those who 

benefit less (“sufficiently” for 22,33% of participants). 

Do watching movies and shows, listening to music, seeing a show, or reading a story help you when your 
morale is low?  
Mark only one answer with an “x” 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Response Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. Very often 827(45,04%) 301 248 123 150 

b. Often 509(27,72%) 211 130 85 79 

c. Sufficiently 410(22,33%) 213 101 58 36 

d. Rarely (2,45%) 23 14 6 2 

e. Not at all 17(0,92%) 13 3 1 0 

Do not know, no response 28(1,52%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

  

16/Art Therapy (qualitative) 

▪ Analyzing the responses about the most effective product in providing relief, comfort, and distraction 

from difficult situations reveals the power of music (7099 responses) and TV series (5402 responses). A 

new form of popular novels supersedes cinema (5289 responses) and reading a book (5010 responses);  

▪ The second part of the rankings also begins with music, enjoyed, however, at a live concert (4814 

responses), while surfing social networks is basically at the bottom of the rankings (3415 responses). 

What helps you overcome a sad period in your life? 
Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 
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Response Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. Watching my favorite TV program 5402 2014 1538 863 880 

b. Listening to music 7099 723 1961 1156 1127 

c. Going to the movies 5289 720 1455 877 878 

d. Going to a concert 4814 1746 1351 858 822 

e. Surfing social networks 3415 1467 1011 495 422 

f. Talking about my passions 4075 1641 1154 634 617 

g. Reading a book 5010 1980 1392 790 808 

h. Reading comics 3051 1434 783 423 396 

 

17/Setting 

The attractive nature of stories is dependent on several factors: 

▪ The realistic setting (55,6%) prevails over fantasy (38,9%); 

▪ Time period does not dictate much preference as stories projected in the present or the past/future are 

equally represented (about 47% for both options);  

▪ Special powers (39,8%) are not preferred over normal conditions (54,6%); 

▪ The attention given to stories involving characters of the same age (54,6%) is higher than for stories with 

older characters (39,7%); 

▪ As far as themes are concerned, those more relatable to the daily lives of the young people are preferred 

(51,6%) while narratives with more different themes than their daily routine received 42,9%.  

 

Your favorite stories… 
Choose one of the two options. 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. They are stories with a fantasy setting 716(38,9%) 342 202 74  

b. They are stories set in places similar to your life 1020(55,6%) 380 296 198  

Do not know, no response 100(55,6%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 
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c. They are stories set in the present 870(47,4%)

  

350 229 144 144 

d. They are stories set in the past or in the future 865(47,1%) 370 240 130 118 

Do not know, no response 101(5,5%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

      

e. They have characters with special powers or abilities  730(39,8%) 340 202 88 98 

f. They have characters with normal abilities, similar to you 1003(54,6%)

  

382 266 185 164 

Do not know, no response 103(5,6%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

      

g. They have characters of your same age  1003(54,6%) 409 280 152 154 

h. They have characters older than me 728(39,7%) 314 186 120 106 

Do not know, no response 105(5,7%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

      

i. They have relatable themes to your daily life 947(51,6%) 314 278 176 171 

j. They describe experiences dissimilar to your daily life 788(42,91%) 405 192 94 96 

Do not know, no response 788(42,91%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

  

18/Characters 

The mechanisms of identifying one’s self in a story’s protagonist reveal other aspects of the participants’ 

preferences:   

▪ The vast majority (58,4%) prefer characters of their same race compared to 35,6% who instead are 

inclined to prefer a different race as value added;  

▪ National identity does not play a significant role as characters of other countries (71,6%) is preferred to 

those native to their own countries (23,6%), which is not hard to imagine looking at the quantitative and 

qualitative influence of cultural productions of other countries, specifically those of Anglophones; 

▪ 73,4% find themselves more enthusiastic about the events of a collective group of characters rather than 

the events of a single character (only 20,1%). 

 

1 The protagonists in your favorite stories are: 
Choose one of the two options.  
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n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. Characters of your same race 1072(58,4%) 473 286 164 146 

b. Characters of different races 653(35,6%) 251 180 102 112 

Do not know, no response 111(6,04%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

      

c. Characters from your country 433(23,6%) 243 88 57 43 

d. Characters from other countries 1315(71,6%) 490 388 216 214 

Do not know, no response 88(4,79%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

      

e.Single hero 370(20,15%) 129 91 77 72 

f. A group of important characters   1348(73,42%) 591 381 186 182 

Do not know, no response 118(6,42%) n/a n/a n/a n/a 

    

19/Channels 

▪ Preferred channels of entertainment tend to be less “digital” than expected with television (7020 

responses) and live performances (7473 responses) prevailing over the PC (5727 responses); 

▪ Even portability holds less importance with the tablet (4291 responses) and smartphones (3915 

responses) closing out the list. 

How do you prefer to enjoy your favorite films, TV series, music, books, and comics? 
Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. Smartphone 3915 1648 1151 636 473 

b. PC 5725 2165 1671 979 941 

c. Tablet 4291 2002 1171 619 481 

d. Television 7010 3141 1852 1021 959 

e. Live (Movies, Theater, Concerts)  7473 3115 1964 1164 1175 
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20/Shared Enjoyment 

▪ Confirmation of the importance of personal ties linked to shared enjoyment is illustrated in the first two 

responses: friends (7269 responses) and family members (6051 responses) are the ideal companions with 

whom to experience a story or a performance; 

▪ The net difference between individual enjoyment and impersonal enjoyment is shown by over two 

thousand responses that separate those options from those that close the rankings.  

 

You prefer to follow your favorite forms of entertainment… 
Give a score from 0 to 5 for every question; you can give the same score for as many questions as you want 
n.b. some forms were not included as they were not correctly completed or deemed illegible. 

Answer Total +10 +13 +16 +18 

a. Together with friends 7269 3138 1954 1080 1050 

b. Together with family 6051 2899 1465 806 836 

c. Together with others (even strangers, ex. cinema) 4069 1538 1151 694 652 

d. By yourself 4252 1281 1242 829 869 

 

 


